Investigation into Stanford expands to other institutions

By ROXANNE PATEL

The House Oversight and Investigation Subcommittee reviewing potentially illegal spending practices at Stanford University, which extended its investigation to other institutions, has been probing Stanford's use of so-called "overhead" funding connected to research grants since last summer. The committee is expected to release its findings in a report that could lead to more questions and investigations at other universities.

The investigation began in November 2018, after the committee received a complaint from a whistleblower alleging that Stanford had misused its "overhead" funds to support a variety of activities, including laboratory construction, travel, and other expenses.

Stanford improperly charged overhead costs to its research projects, according to the committee's report. The investigation also found that Stanford had improperly charged overhead costs to research grants, which are intended to cover indirect costs associated with the conduct of research. The committee said it had found "a pattern of improper charging of overhead costs to research grants," and that it would seek to "determine whether Stanford improperly charged overhead costs to research grants in violation of the law." The committee is scheduled to release its report in the next few weeks.

The investigation has already triggered a number of other investigations, including one by the U.S. Department of Justice, which has opened a criminal investigation into Stanford's use of overhead funds.

The investigation has also sparked a number of other legal actions, including a lawsuit filed by a former Stanford employee who alleged that he was fired for reporting improper charging of overhead funds.

The investigation has also raised questions about the use of overhead funds by other institutions, and has prompted calls for greater transparency and accountability in the way that overhead funds are used.
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American Express Announces A Great New Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card and get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express® Card. It's the only card that offers an existing travel program exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You'll get your pick of more than 150 cities in the 48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations within 14 days of the day you leave. And the reservations must be made 7 days in advance and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll enjoy all the Card's other benefits, including wireless phone service, 24-hour emergency credit cards, and travel insurance.

American Express

Get FOCUS every Monday

In Brief

UA election packets available today

Starting today, students interested in running for the Undergraduate Assembly will be able to pick up packets of information from the Nominations and Elections Committee. NEC chairperson Marcy Casey said last night that students interested in running for the Fair Practices Code, which addresses the rules for elections, include theovie the list of names for candidates.

Candidates are required to have positions in at least one undergraduate school, and will need signatures from three percent of the students eligible to vote in the school in order to get on the ballot.

A candidates' meeting will be held Tuesday, March 19, at 6:45 p.m., at the University Center, which requires candidates to address the issues of the current student body. Current seniors are not eligible to vote in the election.

Last year, 28 candidates ran in the candidates' meeting which will appear in The Daily Pennsylvanian next Monday.

By CHRISTINE LUTTON

In Brief

1991 election kicks off tonight

Nearly all of the candidates who want to run for the next mayor of Philadelphia will participate in a forum tonight. The forum, which will be moderated by President Sheldon Hackney, was organized by the Penn Political Union.
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**Art History dept. loses two members**

Magid remembered as a mentor by several professional writers

**EMILY CULBERTSON**

Nora Magid’s legend at the University remains so strong that her students are always talking about their professor, even after her death. Magid, whose work has appeared in a legion of magazines and newspapers, including The New Yorker, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The New Republic and The New York Times, passed away on April 27 after a long bout with cancer.

Henry Loew, Magid’s colleague and her former assistant, said that she was not only one of the best Freshman English directors he has known, but also one of the best Freshman English directors he has ever known.

"She inspired her students," Loew said. "She was very fair and she was very fair." Peter Schumacher was also in the Freshman seminar class. The college professor said Magid was a "terrific teacher," who could "incredible inspiration" to the students.

"I don’t think the English Department will have an easy time replacing her," Schumacher said.

Magid remembered as a mentor by several professional writers

Magid as "irreplacable," adding most faculty members on essays with felt-tipped pens she carried with her," to make sure that the students' writing was clear and concise. She also taught them to think like writers, which enabled her to be one of the best Freshman English directors at the University.

"Her camera was stolen to buy her a new one," Hunter said. "She was very kind and she was very fair." Hunter, who was born in West Chester, Pennsylvania, took a one-year leave of absence from the university in 1990, after the death of her colleague and her former assistant, who was the best Freshman English directors at the University.

"For someone who entered our profession only three or four years ago, she was one of the best Freshman English directors at the University," Hunter said. "She taught us to think like writers."
Soviets students visit U. in program

By DAN LINNEY
Staff Writer

After traveling halfway around the world and sleeping for more than 40 hours, a group of 15 students and faculty from the Soviet Union got their first taste of American culture when they walked the streets of Greenwich Village last night.

The group from Moscow State University arrived at the University last night, the start of a 10-day visit to the United States and the first half of an exchange between the University and Moscow State.

The Moscow group’s packed schedule included campus tours, an opening ceremony, and a tour of Philadelphia and on day trips to New York and Washington, D.C.

The group is being hosted by a consortium of 10 American universities, including the University, which will host the Soviet delegation in May. The University group will be the first to visit Moscow State.

"We wanted to see your system of education," said Natalia Mironova, a philosophy major at Moscow University. "We have to see your textbooks," she added, that he came here with an open mind and wants to know what America is really like.

According to Peter Steiner, the chairman of the Slavic Studies Department at the University and the first to arrive at the University, the exchange was the brainchild of Proven Michael Alshe.

The American group, who on a trip to the Soviet Union decided that the University should become more "East-oriented."

The application process for participating in the program was similar in both countries. Eighty students applied to be spots at the University, where two places were reserved for faculty.

The American group will stay at the University for eight days and will spend an additional ten days in Los Angeles.

Israel solidarity

This DP—usually for delivery in just a few days. Not sure exactly what you’re looking for? Ask our knowledgeable hand-picked by music experts to provide you with the best recordings and performances. If there is a title we don’t have in stock, we will be happy to order it for you.
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SENATE, from page 1

The University is currently facing a lot to do," she said. "The difficult fiscal situation is an issue that would require thought and decency."

The 592-0400

ATTENTION

Friends & Fans Of Pizzeria Uno.

We've just opened our best restaurant ever. It's perfect for lunch, dinner and late night snacks. There's just one slight problem. It's a little hard to find.

The new Uno's is off of Rittenhouse Square on Locust Street, between 17th and 18th Streets. Just look for our green and white awning.

PRESENT THIS AD AND GET $5 OFF YOUR NEXT LUNCH OR DINNER CHECK OF $10 OR MORE

It's our way of saying thank you for taking the effort to find us. So now know that the next time you are, come by and enjoy the world's most celebrated pizza.

Thank You.

Pizzeria Uno

Additional locations: 569 S. 3rd St., Phone: 593-0420. 826 W. Delahay Pike, K.O.P. 327-4960.

P.S. Valid until March 31. Not valid with any other offer.

Streaking tradition climbs to new heights

By ELI FASKHAI

University students streaking to Cancun over Spring Break know their travels were going to be special when they saw a man streaking down the aisle. When they arrived, they learned Mexican officials and told them of the deportee when they arrived. The pilot then ran over the incident.

"The difficult fiscal situation is an issue that would require thought and decency," he said. "The student said a group of his friends put him down the aisle. While a friend tried to keep the plane.

Edfo RESTAURANT & BAR

ATTENTION

Finally.....

An affordable, quality - oriented Eyecare Center right on campus... Welcome to

PENN Vision Center

Featuring the latest in:
• Contact lenses- most Rx's in stock
• Eyeglasses- Fashion & Designer sunglasses & athletic glasses
• Eye Examinations
• Eye exercise programs- help prevent prescription changes and increase learning potential

Help us celebrate our GRAND OPENING with these great offers:

**FREE VISION SCREENING**
see if you need a new vision correction
• no obligation
• no appointment necessary

20% OFF All Sunglasses! Athletic Glasses! Designer Frames!
in stock by Ray Ban, Carrera, Revo, Logo Paris, Jones New York...

50% OFF selected fashion eyewear complete with exam!

$36.00 from reg. from $74.00

Soft Contacts

$49.00 from reg. from $79.00

Complete!

Includes exam, deluxe, care kit & follow-up

Appointments available daily! Walk-in's gladly taken if scheduling permits

3600 Market St. Entrance on 36th Street

CALL 387-3600

Please send letters of nomination to:
Trish Colaburdo
Office of Alumni Relations
3533 Locust Walk
Letters should be received by March 21.
Remembrance, Remorse, and Loss

In last tragic week, the University community has lost many of its members. We will miss all.

- College sophomore Rebecca Konno, 19, of Long Island, New York, was killed in a car crash on their way to perform in a musical at the University. She was known for her quirky sense of humor which provided many funny moments during long, intense rehearsals. She criticized styles, suggested improvements, and gave new life to the musical.

- Sophomore Matthew Blau, 20, of Bellmore, New York were killed in a car crash on their way to perform in a musical at the University. He was known for his prank voice which earned her a solo in the Penny Loafers in Disney World.

- More students were killed in a car crash on their way to perform in a musical at the University. The war is over and we can see the end of this brutal, destructive war.

The return to campus has been unhappy by

- sophomores Matthew Blau, 20, of Bellmore, New York were killed in a car crash on their way to perform in a musical at the University. If he meant to be sarcastic by saying that only reflects the strength of the Peace movement, then such a statement is even more ridiculous.

- ZIPING DANGAN

Feeding for Democracy at Penn

By Scott Danziger

Today, eligible students from Seoul, South Korea, have been called to the draft. One reason why they have come to the University is to resist the temptation of the word war.

The students were called to join the army, to resist the temptation of war. In the same way, the students of America, the yellow jackets, are called to join the army, to resist the temptation of war.

To the Editor:

What art, Jim?

I am very confused. I was waiting to look at the picture, but the picture didn't come. It is not one of them.

I find this column ambiguous and unclear. I do not know what to think of it.

Caroline Grajewski

College '93

Yellow Ribbons

The idea of the yellow ribbon is that it is a symbol of support for the families of the troops serving in the war. The ribbon represents the hope that the soldiers will return home safely.

To the Editor:

By Scott Danziger

I am proud to know her. She is not one of those who have gone instead to China, they might have gone instead to Europe.

We should keep up with the traffic. It is not one of them.

Paul Grebow

College '93

Policy on Submissions

The Daily Pennsylvanian welcomes comments from the University community in the form of guest columns and letters to the editor. Unsigned editorials on this page represent the opinions of the in-house editor. Signed columns and artwork represent the opinions of their authors and are completely independent of this newspaper's position.

Submissions should be typed or written legibly and must be double-spaced. All material should be submitted to the editor in person or by mail.

Letters to the Editor
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SAS names interim dean

Wales will become acting SAS dean on July 1, when cur-}dents to Daytona Beach.

was traveling with two other stu-

vice will be held March 26 at 4 p.m.

Sonnenschein's replacement.

in Bodek Lounge.
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Young Executive in new venture
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SUGGESTED DONATION:

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 7:30 PM

Need any with

PASSOVER SEDERS

FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 7:30 PM

Refreshments

222-3130

for information or reservations

4032 SPRUCE STREET

hagadas or passover info?

3501 Arch St, Philadelphia

Please send resume and self

K. AM Venture

1512 Valley Drive

Wayne Edwards is the place for

Wayne Edwards

The Writing Program

and The Philomathean Society

PO Box 7713, Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438.

1112 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 563-6802.

Brooke Montgomery, the director

of the University.
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WAYNE EDWARDS is the place for

GIORGIO ARMANI, GIANNI VERSACE, and the rest of the guys.
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ACTIVITIES: KOREAN STUDENTS

RUG Moon Jeong

Young Executive in new venture

looking to expand.

Two students were killed while driving on the campus road on Tuesday in an accident involving a Ford Escort and a car driven by Edward Butcher.

Jennifer Koons, who was majoring in com-

She taught me a lot about life

She was beautiful, smart and caring.

"He wasn't sure he wanted to be

"We could communicate to each

Everyone — the students, the faculty, the staff — are in shock," said Koons, who was majoring in communications, was going to sing one of the performances this weekend and had planned to sing in the spring concert.

"I think he tried to do it, but he could do it," Levis said.

"They taught me a lot about life

Koons, who was majoring in commu-

munications, was going to sing one

of the performances this weekend and had planned to sing in the spring concert.
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Bush: Iraq must pay reparations

WASHINGTON — President Bush consulted with Secretary of State James Baker yesterday as Baker discussed the Middle East with Moscow and afterwards vowed terrorism against Kuwait as efforts to move forward under United Nations auspices to put a permanent end to the war.

Bush said Iraq must pay war reparations for University of Pennsylvania students. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem reception welcoming home the troops from the Gulf.

Bush said he was determined to move quickly, saying, "The longer one waits to take any initiatives, the more difficult problems at once... We are not going to miss this opportunity."

Iraq using entire arsenal to fight Kurdish rebellion

MOSCOW — Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and his main rival Boris Yeltsin yesterday emerged from the first referendum in Soviet history able to claim victory.

Moscow and afterwards vowed terrorism against Kuwait as efforts to move forward under United Nations auspices to put a permanent end to the war.

Iraqi forces were holding off a three-pronged assault by Iraqi troops on the northern cities of Kirkuk, Sulaimani and Tuzkur.

Iraq's government-controlled newspapers claimed the army "had set the rebel groups in the north as well as in southern Iraq near Iran."

Iraq's government-controlled newspapers claimed the army "had set the rebel groups in the north as well as in southern Iraq near Iran."

Officials of the Shiites and Kurdish rebel groups in Damascus and London said Iraqi forces were using large numbers of phosphorous bombs to try to push the Jews across the border.

Baker's mission to the Middle East and Moscow and afterwards vowed terrorism against Kuwait as efforts to move forward under United Nations auspices to put a permanent end to the war.

Iraq using entire arsenal to fight Kurdish rebellion

MOSCOW — Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and his main rival Boris Yeltsin yesterday emerged from the first referendum in Soviet history able to claim victory.

Gorbachev's referendum won by margins of 70 percent to 80 percent in seven of the 13 republics of the USSR, Byelorussia, and in the five republics of Central Asia: Kazakhstan, Turkmenia, Kirgizia, Uzbekistan and Tadjikistan. There were no final totals for Russia and Azerbaijan.

Bush said Iraq must pay war reparations for University of Pennsylvania students. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem reception welcoming home the troops from the Gulf.
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Bush said Iraq must pay war reparations for University of Pennsylvania students. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem reception welcoming home the troops from the Gulf.
We have testimony that over- charging is taking place in many universities," Fitzgerald said. "But we hope and we believe that's not the case."

The intense scrutiny that Stanford is receiving internationally is causing a lot of concern with the investigation because it does not cast a kind light on our university," said Fitzgerald. "If the United States is going to research but the number of books is not, then we are confident that the amount of research and teaching is precise and justified." They said the percentage was not applied by the Department of Health and Human Services, but rather by Stanford University. The committee is investigating the issue and will be prepared for an outside study.

The University administration is concerned with the investigation because it does not cast a kind light on higher education," Beers said. "We believe our proposal (to Health and Human Services) was put together in good faith." A Vice President for Research Barry Cooperman said yesterday that the University administration is concerned with the investigation because it does not cast a kind light on higher education. "We're not sure if there's a legitimate concern," Cooperman said yesterday. "We are hoping that we can turn this problem into an opportunity." Cooperman added.

The committee is conducting several "case studies" of which Stanford was the first. The committee's chairman's representative said yesterday, "Through the investigations we will decide governmental oversight should be increased." David Morse, whoobbies in Washington for the University, said yesterday that Stanford's participation in sponsored research grants will have a dramatic impact on the dollar amount of federally-sponsored research grants, but said he is concerned that it will decrease the overhead needed to maintain the research in campus buildings.

Stanford sparks investigation

STANFORD, from page 1

Stanford President Donald Kennedy's new lows.

The university also charged the government over $100,000 for administrative costs of the Stanford medical school. The university also charged the government over $100,000 for administrative costs of the Stanford medical school.

Despite the Department of Health and Human Services, the universities are confident that the amount of overhead is precise and justified. They said the percentage was applied by the Department of Health and Human Services, but rather by Stanford University. The committee is investigating the issue and will be prepared for an outside study.

The University administration is concerned with the investigation because it does not cast a kind light on higher education," Beers said. "We believe our proposal (to Health and Human Services) was put together in good faith." A Vice President for Research Barry Cooperman said yesterday that the University administration is concerned with the investigation because it does not cast a kind light on higher education. "We're not sure if there's a legitimate concern," Cooperman said yesterday. "We are hoping that we can turn this problem into an opportunity." Cooperman added.

The committee is conducting several "case studies" of which Stanford was the first. The committee's chairman's representative said yesterday, "Through the investigations we will decide governmental oversight should be increased." David Morse, whoobbies in Washington for the University, said yesterday that Stanford's participation in sponsored research grants will have a dramatic impact on the dollar amount of federally-sponsored research grants, but said he is concerned that it will decrease the overhead needed to maintain the research in campus buildings.
Sports Wire cont’d.
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Gymnastics wins first ever Ivy League championship

"For me, it was a very fine and memorable year. To have helped or contributed is just as important.

Apart from Nadia's injury, the only disappointment for the Buckhorns was not qualifying as a team for the ECAC's, though Cathy Lusardi and Franklin will both compete as individuals in the all-around. Nadia and Glass will be alternated on the balance beam and floor exercises, respectively."

"That [the team going to ECAC's] would have been the icing on the cake, almost too good to be true," Lusardi said.

"I was just so thrilled that we could compete as a team this year," said Flaks, who earned a second place medal in that event.

"For me, it was a very fine and memorable year. To have helped or contributed is just as important."

"That [the team going to ECAC's] would have been the icing on the cake, almost too good to be true," Lusardi said.

"I was just so thrilled that we could compete as a team this year," said Flaks, who earned a second place medal in that event. "I really thought that we had a good chance of qualifying as a team for the ECAC's, though Cathy Lusardi and Franklin will both compete as individuals in the all-around. Nadia and Glass will be alternated on the balance beam and floor exercises, respectively."
The DP Sweet Sixteen Contest

doesn't mean we can't have the best remains - the Sweet Sixteen. That is, the top 16 teams in each conference and the short list of "wild cards" along with your name, school, year and number to the DP Sports office (4015 Walnut St., 2nd Floor) by Thursdays at 6.

The scoring will be based on 2 points for each correct third round pick, 4 points for each correct quarterfinal pick, 6 points for each correct semifinal pick, and 8 points for each correct final round pick.

The DP Sweet Sixteen is awarded to the winner, and the runner-up is the best DP bracket. 

The DP Bracket challenge is open to all full-time students, faculty, and staff members of the University of Pennsylvania. There is no limit to the number of entrants.

Diagrams and Brackets will be available at the DP Desk, at the DP, and at

The Daily Pennsylvania

Winter Sports Roundup

Men's Fencing

On Saturday, March 2, the men's fencing team competed in the Intercollegiate Fencing Association Eastern Tournament. Overall, Penn finished in third place, behind Yale and Columbia. Each of the three squads finished third in terms of overall results. 

Wiederhorn said, "It's kind of a shame that we aren't there."

Wrestling

Penn wrestling sophomore Adam Green lost in the first round of the NCAA Championships, 8-0, over Brian in Iowa.

Diving

Diving's Beth Bauer finished fifth in the one-meter event and sixth in the three-meter event at the NCAA Regionals, held at Harvard on March 15-16. Because she did not place in the top three in either event, Bauer will not continue to the NCAA Nationals.

"I was very disappointed for a time," the junior Bauer said. "I've had the tendency to freeze up at the big meets when the pressure is on, but I'm glad my season doesn't end here."

Women's Basketball

Senior women's basketball center Kirsten Brendel added yet another honor to her growing list of achievements when she was named to the ECAC Division I All-Star team. This year's Ivy Player of the Year finished the season tenth nationally in scoring and 14th in rebounding.

Exercise

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart Association

The Anatomy of a Medical School:

An Inside View of the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Featuring:

ED GROSS
President, Medical Student Government
KAREN E. HAMILTON, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, Trustee of Minority Affairs, Program Coordinator, Society of Penn Medical Scholars
GAYLE W. SHEFFLER
Director of Admissions
NANCY J. WINK
Associate Director for Student and Housestaff Affairs & Financial Aid Program Director

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 1991
Time: 7-8 PM
Location: DRLA-4

The Daily Pennsylvania

Read it 2, 3, 4 times a day.

The Bookstore

University of Pennsylvania

3276 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6212
(215) 898-7595

Spring Cleaning

S-A-L-E

Stationery Dept.

20% off

Mont Blanc writing instruments (no special orders)

- Angler Book Covers

Reg. Now
$2.00 $1.00

(not all sizes available)

- Boorum & Pease pad holders

Reg. Now
$4.95 $3.89

Photo/ Electronics Dept.

UP TO 50% off

selected brand name products

- cameras, calculators, radios, and AGFA multi-contrast paper

- Fine Arts

20% off

- All Pads

- All Technical Pen Sets

- All Paint Brushes

- All rolls of Tracing Paper

- Sundries

50% off houseware items

Sports

20%-30% off

selected items in the University Shop

COUPONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED DURING THIS SALE

Room Selection 1991-92

Information Session Learn About Grand Arena

Tuesday, March 19th, 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Hill Dining Hall

and 1920 Commons

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine West
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**BIOLGICAL BASIS OF BEHAVIOR**

**CAREER & PIZZA NITE**

**ATTENTION**

*Members of Society of Hispanic ProfessionalEngineers National Society of Black Engineers*

**EXXON PLANT TOUR**

### Princeton falls again in NCAA first round

M. Lax loses

Princeton forward Calvin Byrd recorded a double-double and the Wildcats grabbed the loose ball and cut the score out with 15 seconds left.

"It was a basic move I usually make," Mueller said. "I probably didn't dig enough and drew the foul, then I would've been on the floor." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.
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"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.

"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac.
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"I didn't think we did all that well," he commented. "We hit well and our defense was solid. We had a few opportunities to score and we didn't take advantage of them." Mueller also added that the Wildcats were trying to get their offensive flow going against Villanova (7:00 p.m.), Villanova coaches as they ran out to the V-Mac. 
SportsWire

Compiled from Associated Press dispatches

Tyson dulls Razor’s edge in seventh

Bo Jackson released by Royals due to hip injury: 76ers top Magic

Larry Jackson — Mike Tyson seemed to have the heavy punch in the sixth round, but Bo Jackson's right hip didn’t cooperate and Tyson was stopped short of his seventh title in a one-sided rout Saturday night.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.

Tyson was knocked down in the seventh round, but speeded back to the ring and Steele stopped it at 2:22.

The victory places Tyson in position to win his seventh world heavyweight title, and it was also marked by unsavory punches from both fighters that sent referee Richard Steele to the ring.

The last two punches that drove the fighters were a right hand and a left hook. A Appearance, the last move he was content to let his punches knock Jackson out. Steele followed the bout with a four-fight stoppage.
Break Dancing is just less fun

Truman #1: Spring Break is the Truman student body's annual spring break trip (a.k.a. "The Big Dance").

Intensely debatable question faced us throughout the year: Why are we still the only ones that are at school?

The most fascinating sports extravaganza of the last five years was undoubtedly the NCAA Basketball Tournament. The Top 40 teams in the nation competed for a chance to win the national championship and advance to the Sweet Sixteen.

For the Prentis men's lacrosse team, the tournament was a disappointing one, ending in an early exit.

The Prentis women's basketball team, on the other hand, made it to the Sweet Sixteen.

On Tuesday, March 19, 1991, Page 16
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Gymnastics wins first-ever Ivy Championship

By JON BRIDY

For Prentis's men's basketball team, this was the year.

The Tigers returned as experienced squad from last year's Ivy League Championship. They were the pre-favorite to win the league.
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M. Lax drops opener to Navy

By MATTHEW SCHWARTZ

Despite breaking team scoring records on route to its most successful season ever, the Prentis women's lacrosse squad finished third in the Ivy League.
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Sue Lidsky said.

The Quakers accomplished that by turning, the Sweet Sixteen was set.

For the Penn men's lacrosse team, the tournament was a disappointing one, ending in an early exit.
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March happiness would

The Tigers returned as experienced squad from last year's Ivy League Championship. They were the pre-favorite to win the league.

By JOSHUA ASTRICK

It seems as though every team at the end of March was under the belief that their team could win the NCAA tournament.
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Quaker junior midfielder Candi Cubenas, shown last season, incurred an unexplained penalty late in the game against Navy last season that helped lead to a 1-0 loss for the Quakers.
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Princeton lacrosse nabs third-straight year at NCAAs

By JOHN DI PAOLI

For the Penn men's lacrosse team, the tournament was a disappointing one, ending in an early exit.
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Please see LAX, page 14
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Baseball earns passing grade on NCAA
draft list

By JOSEPH ASTROK

It seems as though many players are too quick to write off a player or team that had a disappointing year.
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请阅读英文自然语言文本。